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CHAPTER 1576

Someone said casually, but turned up the stormy sea in the crowd.

Everyone was surprised!

It seems to be the case!

Their abnormality really started after Levi Garrison left!

Since they didn’t participate in Levi Garrison’s training program, their progress has been
dumbfounded!

For such a long time, it’s almost standing still!

Thinking of this, everyone’s face is stunned.

Wouldn’t it be such a coincidence?

Is it really related to Levi Garrison?

Jin Fengtian and Shao Xingtian are also aware of this problem.

Everyone was startled by Qi Qi, all in a cold sweat. m.bg.

If it were true, that would be terrible!

Li Changan’s body shivered.



He was afraid that he was one of the few in the field and convinced Levi Garrison.

“I think it’s possible! Instructor Ye is gone, and our students are misfired! Now we can’t
find any other problems, only Instructor Ye is the one that

everyone considers!”

“Maybe the students’ progress is due to instructor Ye’s relationship, and it has nothing
to do with our three instructors!”

Li Changan thinks this possibility is very high.

When Li Changan said this, the audience was horrified.

Everyone was shocked!

“I also think it’s possible! Do you remember what Instructor Ye said when he left?”

Some students also raised questions.

Everyone remembered what Levi Garrison said before leaving, as if he was referring to
this matter.

“This shouldn’t be true…”

Everyone was short of breath, almost out of breath.

“impossible!!!”

Jin Fengtian suddenly furious.

“What everyone knows about Levi Garrison’s training is some pediatrics! How can
something that is too basic to be more effective?”

“We are not able to make any progress with such a powerful program, and only rely on
pediatrics? It’s ridiculous!”

When Jin Fengtian said this, everyone gradually reacted.



correct!

What Levi Garrison teaches is too pediatric!

No matter how you think about it, it can’t make people improve!

“Yes! Our progress has absolutely nothing to do with Levi Garrison!”

Shao Xingtian shouted so, everyone no longer thought about it.

“Then you tell me what’s going on?”

Li Changan asked.

“I don’t know for the time being, but I will find out! It will be resolved as soon as
possible!”

Jin Fengtiandao.

The person in charge of Messiah said anxiously: “I also hope instructor Jin to hurry up!
Time is running out!”

After all, they received the emergency notice from above.

They need to create the strongest as quickly as possible.

“Instructor Golden, we only give you three days! If you don’t resolve the matter within
three days, you may be replaced! There will be no rewards for

you!”

Responsible for humanity.

“Okay, I will resolve this within three days!”

Jin Fengtian’s face is a bit ugly.

After dissolution.



Jin Fengtian and the Tai Kingdom body refining master got together.

“Can you really find the problem in three days?”

The master of physical exercises asked nervously.

“I can’t find it! It should be that the potential of these guys is over!”

“They made so fast in the first stage, which caused everyone to think that they have
unlimited potential! Especially Erudia thinks so! We are required

to create the strongest at the fastest speed! Hey…”

Jin Fengtian sighed.

“But if we can’t satisfy them, we have nothing!”

Jin Fengtian thought about it for a while, a fierce flare came out of his eyes.

“I have a solution!”

“what?”

“Warhawk has a special medicine that can be used at critical moments to stimulate the
human body’s potential and make the body stronger!”

“The price is to burn life essence! In other words, to trade life!
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Jin Fengtian took out the potion specially.



“If you use all of this bottle, your strength will instantly increase by more than ten times!
The price you can pay is to consume all your energy and die

on the spot!”

“hiss!”

The masters of physical training all took a breath.

“So you need to use the medicine to improve this group of students in a short time, so
that Erudia can see the effect?”

The master of physical exercises asked.

“Yes, that’s wrong! We can achieve the effect with a small amount of potion! Then
Erudia will be satisfied!”

Jin Fengtian nodded.

“The effect is there, Erudia will be satisfied! But this group of children will be
abandoned! Even if you use a small amount of medicine, it will

eventually consume their life!”

“They will be ruined all their lives!”

The master of physical exercises asked. m.bg.

When taking the medicine, they will improve significantly and become strong.

But once the medicine has passed.

They run out of life and lose their energy…

Not to mention becoming a peerless powerhouse, it’s another matter whether you can
keep your life.

This vicious way is not fair to them!



The master of physical training is very sorry for these young talented seedlings.

If it is really useless because of this incident, his conscience will be overwhelmed.

“But can we do anything else now? Only give us three days. If we can’t do it, we will lose
everything!”

Jin Fengtian stared at him frantically.

Soon, the master of physical training became silent.

When it comes to self-interest, he also has no laws.

“What if you find it?”

“When we find out, we have got what we want. Besides, it must be our problem? It’s the
student’s own problem!”

…

Finally, the master of physical training was made clear by Jin Fengtian.

The next day.

Jin Fengtian called everyone together.

Said that he found the problem.

Next, change to a training program, which is definitely effective.

Everyone was convinced to devote themselves to the training.

Sure enough, it worked this time.

Gradually there is progress!

Seven days later, the progress rate of the first stage has been reached.



And it is still in continuous progress, getting more and more rapid.

The students are very satisfied!

Messiah is even more satisfied!

They praised Jin Fengtian for his greatness!

“Let me just say, our progress and strength have a dime relationship with Levi
Garrison!”

“Instructor Jin is the person I admire most!”

Shao Xingtian’s face was full of uncontrollable excitement.

Li Changan frowned, he felt that something was wrong.

Although the training program has been changed, it is actually the same as the previous
few times.

Logically speaking, it is impossible to change the status quo.

But the facts are unexpected.

For a moment, he couldn’t think of why?

In the Qianlong Project base, there was an atmosphere of enthusiasm everywhere.

Jin Fengtian is regarded as a god-like existence!

Especially the students, it’s not good to worship!

Who is unhappy when he sees himself becoming stronger every day?

But under these gorgeous appearances are all riddled with holes that have been
corroded by ants.

Shao Xingtian and their bodies are like this!



Despite the leaps and bounds of strength.

But the body is overdrawn…

It’s just that I don’t know it.

Obviously it was Jin Fengtian who used their bodies in exchange for what he wanted.

As a result, Shao Xingtian and others are still grateful to Jin Fengtian…

“See? They can’t find it! We can increase the amount!”

The corner of Jin Fengtian’s mouth swept coldly.

“Seven times! We have improved seven times! Did you see Levi Garrison?”

“Hurry up and let Levi Garrison come and have a look!”

With the increase in the amount of medicine, the faster everyone progressed.
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Everyone achieved the desired effect.

The first thing Shao Xingtian thought of was Levi Garrison.

He desperately wanted Levi Garrison to see how strong he is now!

He is now the student who most hopes to reach the North Devil!

The whole person is full of confidence.



Except for Jin Fengtian, no one is concerned.

“In three days, I will hold an international competition specifically for you young people
to compare!”

“At that time there will be geniuses from ten countries to participate, they are not weak,
you must stand up!

Jin Fengtian said.

Mainly to test the results of special training.

Convince Erudia. mi. c

They can get more benefits!

Coincidentally, other countries are also conducting special training similar to the
Qianlong Project.

They are also actively preparing.

So Jin Fengtian hosted an international competition with his connections and status.

“Instructor Jin, you must let Levi Garrison, let him take a good look!”

Shao Xingtian shouted.

Finally, the person in charge of Messiah went to Levi Garrison specially.

Tell him about the international competition.

“It just so happens that I just want to let people practice their hands!”

Levi Garrison also wanted to find someone for Xiao Feng and the others to practice, but
he didn’t expect the opportunity to come.

“Huh? What hands do you practice?”



The other party looked at Levi Garrison suspiciously.

“Remember the first batch of students who failed in Qianlong Project?”

“Remember, weren’t all taken away by you? What’s wrong?”

Levi Garrison smiled: “Now they have recovered, and their strength has improved by
leaps and bounds. I want them to participate in this competition

too!”

“Impossible! Don’t lie to us. Everyone knows that they are useless. Like you, they can’t
practice martial arts! Want to participate in the competition?”

“Impossible! wishful thinking!”

“Don’t fool around!”

…

Without one person’s consent, Levi Garrison could only give up.

Soon, this international competition began.

Levi Garrison came to the scene to observe.

The game went on fiercely.

The one hundred students of the Qianlong Project swept the geniuses of the other nine
great nations with the swift momentum of destroying Lagu.

Win the championship of the international competition with an absolute advantage!

Their strength has stunned the nine great nations.

It doesn’t seem to be one level!



For Shao Xingtian and the others, Messiah was very satisfied, and Erudia was very
satisfied.

Everyone spoke highly of the three instructors Jin Fengtian.

Messiah felt fortunate for his wise decision.

First, Levi Garrison was not allowed to be the bishop, but Jin Fengtian was hired as the
bishop.

Second, kicking Levi Garrison out in time did not affect the training.

Jin Fengtian looked at Levi Garrison triumphantly, his eyes just showing off.

“Levi Garrison, have you seen it now? Without your interference, we will make faster
progress!”

“Among the students in the same period, we are invincible!”

“I have improved tenfold in this period of time! Don’t you think about it? What else do
you have to say?”

“Didn’t you say that we won’t make progress if we leave you? Now? Does your face
hurt?”

…

Shao Xingtian and others stared at Levi Garrison.

They thought that Levi Garrison would show a look of shock and regret…

But Levi Garrison didn’t have any reaction at all.

He sneered: “It’s a mistake for you to make rapid progress!”

“but……”

“But what?”



Shao Xingtian stared at Levi Garrison seriously.

“But you are wasting your life and vitality! You are going to be finished!”

Levi Garrison naturally saw these people’s state of defeat in the city.

“Ok?”

Hearing this, Jin Fengtian’s face changed drastically.

Did Levi Garrison see it?

The big thing is bad!
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Although Jin Fengtian was far away, his attention was all on Levi Garrison’s body.

A bloodthirsty and brutality flashed in his eyes.

No one can see it for so long.

But Levi Garrison noticed it.

After Shao Xingtian and others heard it, they stared at Levi Garrison angrily: “What do
you mean?”

“I advise you to stop training as soon as possible, otherwise you will be miserable! Even
if you do not die, you will be completely useless!”

Levi Garrison seriously persuaded.



When their bodies consume vitality and blood, they are wasting their lives.

Even the “do not break or build” technique cannot be saved.

“Huh? Levi Garrison, can you make it clear, what on earth are you trying to express?”

Everyone was dumbfounded. ..

“To put it bluntly! You are taking drugs now! You should have taken some kind of drug
that stimulates your strength!”

“In a short period of time, your strength will increase by leaps and bounds! But this is
what you bought from burning your vitality!”

…

Levi Garrison said this.

Everyone was taken aback.

Faintly feels reasonable.

Many people felt that there was always a problem before.

Li Changan, who was not far away, trembled in his heart when he heard it.

He had been skeptical before.

Now hearing what Levi Garrison said, I gradually understood it in my heart.

Is it really so?

He looked at Jin Fengtian subconsciously and was startled in a cold sweat.

“Levi Garrison, what are you talking nonsense? We are burning vitality? Why don’t I
know?”

“Yes, we don’t know our own body?”



Shao Xingtian asked the others back.

Levi Garrison smiled: “Come on, I will teach you a way to know if there is a problem with
your body!”

“Come, I don’t believe it!”

“Come on, do it with me…”

When Levi Garrison was about to teach everyone, Jin Fengtian and the two rushed over
aggressively.

“Levi Garrison, you are presumptuous!”

“Students who came to question me? What are their problems?”

Jin Fengtian roared.

“Yes, Levi Garrison, are you trying to sow discord?”

The master of physical training also roared.

Now the two decided that Levi Garrison knew what.

Naturally, Levi Garrison would not let Levi Garrison go on.

“You know what you are doing well! For your own benefit, you are really unscrupulous!”

“Are you going to abolish these hundred genius seedlings? Don’t think other people
don’t know?”

…

The more Levi Garrison said this, the more they panicked.

“You ask everyone, is our training carried out normally? Messiah knows about each
process!”



“Furthermore, these are all my students, why should I harm them?”

“You definitely treat a gentleman’s belly with the heart of a villain, because if you kick
you out of the instructor’s position, you will hold a grudge!”

Jin Fengtian was in a hurry and hurriedly shouted.

The voice is getting louder and louder.

“Do you believe him, or do you believe me?”

Before Levi Garrison could speak, Jin Fengtian asked everyone.

“Of course, instructor Jin, we trust you. Without you, how can we be today?”

“Levi Garrison is clearly here to provoke discord! We are not fooled!”

Shao Xingtian’s 100 students immediately expressed their views.

No one believes in Levi Garrison.

After all, Jin Fengtian brought them sweetness.

Let them progress so fast.

They have no reason to distrust Jin Fengtian.

“Instructor Jin, of course we believe in you, and you really did bring out the results!”

“We haven’t seen you harm people, what we have seen is progress!”

The person in charge of Messiah looked at Levi Garrison again: “This time it is you who
are wrong! You should not slander Instructor Jin! Hurry up and

apologize to Instructor Jin!”
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Mainly, what Levi Garrison said has no basis!

What’s more, Jin Fengtian made real results.

Erudia and Messiah both trusted.

Levi Garrison talked about Jin Fengtian’s problem at this time, as if he was instigating
discord.

Levi Garrison glanced at everyone deeply and said, “Okay, I reminded you once anyway!”

“If you continue to train, you will die or become disabled!”

“Levi Garrison, you really don’t know what to do! You are looking for death!”

Shao Xingtian was angry.

Levi Garrison stopped paying attention to these people and turned and left.

Jin Fengtian and the two looked at Levi Garrison’s back, and the two looked at each
other.

The eyes were full of killing intent. m.bg.

Levi Garrison seems to really know something, so the best way is to get rid of him.

The dead will shut up!



At this time, Li Changan had been staring at the two of them.

Although he was one of the three major instructors in the previous training, he actually
didn’t feel much involved.

Everything is planned by the two of Jin Fengtian, and he is not allowed to participate at
all.

This is definitely a problem!

Li Changan decided to find out what happened?

After Levi Garrison came back.

Continue to stimulate Xiao Feng and them.

“The second batch of students of the Qianlong Project are currently better than you!
You have a long way to go!”

Levi Garrison said.

But in fact, the 100 people of Shao Xingtian and the 100 people of Xiao Feng have no
law at all.

Neither side is on the same level anymore.

Even if Shao Xingtian’s 100 people took special medicines, they still couldn’t keep up
with Xiao Feng and the others.

But Levi Garrison wanted to deliberately say something ironic.

Let Xiao Feng and the others continue to work hard!

You must work quietly, and then surprise the whole world!

Levi Garrison looked at a group of young people holding their fists, eyes full of
expectation.



After Jin Fengtian and his party returned to the base, they continued to train.

Li Changan began to pay attention to the two.

Jin Fengtian didn’t know it at all.

“Levi Garrison is aware now, what should we do?”

The master of physical training seemed a little flustered.

“Why don’t we just stop now, I can’t bear to see these children abolished! And you are
still a big summer, can you still watch your compatriots die?”

But Jin Fengtian smiled contemptuously: “In fact, I am still a member of the War Eagle
Nation, and now I am restored to Erudia nationality because

they have given generous terms! What does the life and death of these Erudia people have
to do with me?”

“The Qianlong Plan is still as usual, the amount of potion has to be reduced a bit,
otherwise it is easy to get a clue!”

Jin Fengtian said.

“As for Levi Garrison, I’m afraid of bad things from him! Let’s find someone to kill him!”

Jin Fengtian was all murderous.

“Okay, leave this to me!”

“Levi Garrison will not survive tomorrow!”

…

The two did not expect that the conversation was all heard by Li Changan outside.

Sure enough, there is a problem!



An irritation flashed across Li Changan’s face.

These two people want to abolish all these students for their own benefit.

wrong!

They want to kill Levi Garrison!

He must stop!

Knowing the truth, Li Changan chose not to move.

He was afraid of stunning the snake.

After he has collected all the evidence, he will expose the two people.

All you need to do now is to tell Levi Garrison first.

When they came to Levi Garrison, Li Changan told all the news that Jin Fengtian and the
two were about to kill him.

But Levi Garrison looked calm and smiled: “I know, they will definitely come to kill me.”

“Then you can still laugh?”

Li Changan is very different.

“Come on, let me kill a few!”


